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Tucson features towering saguaro and spectacular sunsets, myriad outdoor recreation

opportunities, and a high-tech city with a laid-back atmosphere. This sunny locale includes a thriving

arts community that embraces Native American and Spanish culture. Visitors, residents, and those

considering retirement in the area will all benefit from this book.
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"Written by local authors with hefty credentials who know their area and provide an 'insider's'

perspective."-In the Driver's Seat(praise for the series)"By far one of the best lines of guidebooks

available anywhere. Even if you've lived in one of the Insiders' Guide locations for years, you can

bet you'll learn new places to go, people to meet and things to do."-Vapor Trails on-line

magazine(praise for the series)

For more than twenty years, the Insiders' GuideÂ® series has remained the essential source for

in-depth travel and relocation information.Each guide is written by locals and true insiders and offers

a personal, practical perspective that readers everywhere have come to know and love.From its

artisan marketplaces to its historical Pueblo-style architecture, Tucson is a crossroads of Native

American, Spanish, and American cultures. Let this authoritative guide show you how to navigate

Tucson's vibrant mountains and deserts, mouth-watering eateries, abundant nightlife, and cultural

celebrations. Inside you'll find:Comprehensive listings of restaurants, lodging, and recreation



opportunitiesThe inside scoop on festivals and attractions, including Cinco de Mayo, Tombstone

Vigilante Days, Biosphere 2, and the Mount Lemmon Ski Valley SkyrideCountless details on how to

live and thrive in the area, from the best shopping to the lowdown on real estateSections dedicated

to children, retirement, and much moreWhether you're planning a vacation, already living in the

area, or looking to relocate, Insiders' Guide to Tucson will show you everything you need to know.

We were new to Tucson and have found this book invaluable. It covers most everything a new

resident needs to know. With this book and a good map (you'll need one) you will have a good start

in this city. Most information you will need is here. The rest filters in through the newspaper, Tucson

websites, and the radio. I highly recommend this book if you plan to relocate to Tucson.

I was looking for a book that would tell me inside information about restaurants, shopping, art

galleries, bicycle trails and side trips for our month long visit next winter. This book dealt with all of

those subjects and some extraneous subjects I was not interested in. The chapters were well

defined, so finding a particular subject was easy. I would recommend this book to visitors as well as

those moving to Tucson.

My husband is Air Force and we moved to Tucson for training. Tucson is awesome and this book

shows you where to go, where to eat, what to explore. Was definitely worth it! We would have

missed a lot if it hadn't been for this book!
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